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Cleaning with EvolveO2
Daily Restroom Cleaning with EvolveO2
Every time you clean with EvolveO2 you restore your restroom to its cleanest state. Streak
free mirrors, renovated grout and odor destruction are just the beginning of what EvolveO2
can do for your restrooms ‐ while being safe for you, your facility and the environment.
EvolveO2 will clean your entire restroom using a combination of Heavy Duty and Light Duty
dilutions. Consult a wall chart to see where to use each dilution.
EvolveO2 works best when you follow these simple steps.
Step 1: Use EvolveO2 at a Heavy Duty dilution in a pump‐up sprayer to thoroughly spray
down toilets, urinals, beneath the toilet area, walls behind, partitions, feminine hygiene
trashcans and high contact areas like door locks and handles.
Step 2: Use the spray bottle of Heavy Duty to clean counter tops, sinks and spray inside
trash cans.
Step 3: Use the Light Duty in a spray bottle to clean mirrors, stainless steal and all other
surfaces. Use clean paper towels on mirrors to ensure streak free results.
Step 4: Once the Heavy Duty sits for 5 minutes, detail and dry all toilets and urinal areas.
Wipe down high contact areas like door handles and faucet knobs.
Step 5: With a mop bucket of Light Duty, mop the edges of the restroom, then mop the
entire floor thoroughly.
Tip: Regularly wring out your mop and change the water when it’s dirty.
Tip: All dilutions of EvolveO2 are safe on all water‐safe surfaces. If you are uncertain which
EnvirOx product dilution to use on a surface, review your Wall Chart as a reminder.

Carpet Cleaning with EnvirOx EvolveO2
EnvirOx EvolveO2 will shampoo, spot, clean, de‐brown, de‐odorize, and neutralize carpet
odors.
EvolveO2 works best when you follow these simple steps.
Step 1: Use EvolveO2 at a Heavy Duty dilution in a pump‐up sprayer to saturate spots and
stains.
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Step 2: Apply product in a spray pattern to soak the carpet thoroughly. Let heavy duty sit
for 10‐15 minutes.
Step 3: Place your extractor in the area you first sprayed and operate as directed by the
equipment’s instructions.
Tip: To clean carpet spots and stains between carpet extractions, use EvolveO2 in a spray
bottle of Heavy Duty dilution to saturate the stain, then blot with a rag.
Tip: For heavily browned areas, manually measure a 15 oz per gallon dilution of EvolveO2
and fill pump‐up sprayer. Repeat steps 2 and 3.

General Cleaning with EvolveO2
General Cleaning with EvolveO2 covers a wide range of cleaning tasks including, windows,
mirrors, desks, water fountains and all other water safe surfaces.
EvolveO2 works best when you follow these simple steps.
Step 1: Spray surface thoroughly. Use light duty for low soil, shiny or glossy surfaces. Use
Heavy Duty for more heavily soiled areas.
Step 2: Wipe clean. No rinsing is necessary.
Tip: For heavier soils let product sit for a few minutes then wipe clean.

Floor Cleaning with EvolveO2
EvolveO2 will give you an ultra clean, steak‐free floor that shines with out leaving behind
residues that attract dirt.
Mopping Tips:
•
For best results begin mopping along the edges of the area then through the center
of the floor.
•

Replace mop bucket solution regularly to achieve truly gleaming floors.

•
A double bucket mopping system is the ideal way to achieve superior floor cleaning
results.
EvolveO2 is also great in the auto scrubber.
Fill the auto‐scrubber with Light Duty and use machine as directed by the manufacture.
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Tip: When using an EnvirOx product in an auto‐scrubber for the first time you should
completely flush out the auto‐scrubber with clean water before filling the tank with
EvolveO2 Light Duty.
Tile & Grout Restoration Cleaning with EvolveO2
EvolveO2 works best when you follow these simple steps.
Step 1: Use a pump up sprayer of Heavy Duty dilution to saturate tile and grout.
Step 2: Let heavy duty sit for at least 10 minutes.
Step 3: Scrub by machine or hand.
Step 4: Mop or rinse several times with clean cold tap water to remove released soils.

Dispensing EvolveO2
The EnvirOx E2B2 dispenses light duty and heavy duty dilutions for cleaning.
Follow These Simple Steps
Step 1: Insert the one gallon bottle into the dispenser so the bottle snaps in place. Turn the
key to lock the bottle in the dispenser.
Make sure the water hose is attached and turned on before dispensing product.
Step 2: Place the short hose in the heavy duty red bottle or pump up sprayer and press the
red button to fill.
Step 3: Place the long hose in the light duty green bottle and press the green button to fill.
Step 4: Use the long hose to fill mop buckets and auto scrubbers.
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